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English for Law Enforcement is a language course designed to meet the communication 
needs of 21st century law enforcers, including customs officers, military police, security 
personnel and police officers. It equips students with the language they need to operate 
effectively in English in a range of standard law enforcement contexts.

English for Law Enforcement offers you:

 an accurate and up to date examination of current issues facing law enforcers  
and the language needed to deal with those issues.

 lively and stimulating language practice of the core vocabulary and functional  
language for the main branches of law enforcement activity.

 an integrated self-study CD-ROM including interactive language practice and  
consolidation of key language points.

Other components
Teacher’s Book ISBN 978 0230 732 575
Class Audio CD ISBN 978 0230 123 123
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The Book
English for Law Enforcement is designed to meet the English 
language needs of law enforcement personnel. This includes civilian 
and military police, international law enforcement agencies, security 
guards, customs control and border guards amd immigration officers.
It covers the full range of essential law enforcement situations - for 
example, vehicle identification, stop and search, crowd control and 
making statements – and combines systematic language skills
practice with a carefully planned grammar syllabus. Please see pages 
3 and 4 for a full scope and sequence.

Introduction

Level
CEF: A2-B1  - The course is vocabulary rich and is aimed to help law enforcement personnel operate with 
ease in English in their daily jobs. It provides them with the skills to deal with situations in English and
explain the consequences (legal or otherwise) of any action. English for Law Enforcement takes students 
from elementary level to a high pre-intermediate. 

Key Features
• Topics and texts have been carefully selected from a variety of law enforcement contexts.
• All content has been verified by professionals working within the law enforcement arena from
 countries including Greece, Germany, Spain and the UK.
• There are 12 units, each covering four double page spreads
  •   Alpha – introduction to the unit
  •   Beta – grammar section
  •   Charlie – function section
•  •   Delta – a case study or project section
• The course has a traditional approach to grammar and there is an evident level progression
 throughout the book.
• A CD-ROM accompanies the Student’s Book which provides additional grammar and vocabulary
 practice, and an intensive workout of situational language context - ideal for independent study.
• Glossary, class audio and answer keys for the Student’s Book are available to download from the 
 accompanying website see www.macmillanenglish.com/englishforlawforcement
• The Teacher’s Book provides detailed background information for those less familiar with the
 law enforcement world.
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Digital

Website

The Authors
Charles Boyle has a long academic and ‘hands on’ history in ESP and was part of the team of authors for 
Campaign: English for the Military. He has been involved in British Council Projects in Budapest, given 
teacher training all around the globe and is now living and working in Oxford.

Ileana Chersan has been directly involved with teaching police personnel English for most of her 
professional life and is currently the assistant lecturer of English language at Alexandru Ioan Cuza Police 
Academy, Bucharest.

Publication Details
Title     ISBN   
Student’s Book and CD-ROM pack 978 0230 732 582   
Teacher’s Book    978 0230 732 575 
Class Audio CD    978 0230 405 264 

For more information and how to buy, please visit
 www.macmillanenglish.com/englishforlawenforcement

CD-ROM
The CD-ROM provides further practice and self-
study opportunities for students, in addition to 
those in the Student’s Book.The units match those 
of the Student’s Book. Each has 10 exercises – there 
are two each of grammar, vocab, reading, listening 
and pronunciation. 

The course is supported by an accompnaying 
website that also hosts the answer key, glossary, 
and class audio files so English for Law Enforcement 
can easily be used as a self-study course.

www.macmillanenglish.com/englishforlawenforcement
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